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Abstract

Modern applications have been emerging towards a cloud-based programming model where applications depend on cloud services for various functionalities. Such “cloud native” practice greatly simplifies application deployment and realizes cloud benefits (e.g., availability). Meanwhile, it imposes emerging reliability challenges for addressing fault models of the opaque cloud and less predictable Internet connections.

In this paper, we discuss these reliability challenges. We develop a taxonomy of bugs that render cloud-backed applications vulnerable to common transient faults. We show that (mis)handling transient error(s) of even one REST call interaction can adversely affect application correctness.

We take a first step to address the challenges by building a “push-button” reliability testing tool named Rainmaker, as a basic SDK utility for any cloud-backed application. Rainmaker helps developers anticipate the myriad of errors under the cloud-based fault model, without a need to write new policies, oracles, or test cases. Rainmaker directly works with existing test suites and is a plug-and-play tool for existing test environments. Rainmaker injects faults in the interactions between the application and cloud services. It does so at the REST layer, and thus is transparent to applications under test.

More importantly, it encodes automatic fault injection policies to cover the various taxonomized bug patterns, and automatic oracles that embrace existing in-house software tests. To date, Rainmaker has detected 73 bugs (55 confirmed and 51 fixed) in 11 popular cloud-backed applications.

1 Introduction

Modern applications have been emerging towards a cloud-based programming model where applications depend on cloud services for various functionalities. Such “cloud native” practice greatly simplifies application development and deployment, and realizes cloud benefits (e.g., scalability, availability, and cost efficiency). Today, all major cloud providers offer various cloud services to support cloud-based programming, e.g., storage, database, and machine learning [5, 10, 14]. These cloud services have been increasingly adopted, e.g., the .NET SDK of Azure Storage services has tens of thousands of daily downloads [70]. We term the applications that rely on cloud services cloud-backed applications.

Cloud-backed applications interact with one or more cloud services, usually through REST APIs over HTTP/HTTPS. To ease programming, cloud providers typically offer SDKs on top of the REST APIs to support applications written in different programming languages. For example, AWS provides SDKs in 12 languages, such as .NET, Java, Python, and C++.

Despite the attractive benefits, cloud-based programming imposes emerging reliability challenges introduced by the fault models of opaque cloud backends and less predictable connections between the application and cloud services. Figure 1 compares the fault model of cloud-backed applications with traditional applications backed by local services. Unlike traditional applications that have simple, shared fault domains as the system services with well-specified APIs (e.g., POSIX), the fault domains of cloud-backed applications are more heterogenous, unpredictable, and opaque. It is reported that cloud-backed applications commonly experience transient errors and network delays [22, 42, 81, 88].

In this paper, we unravel the reliability challenges faced by cloud-backed applications. We show that there is a lack of standards and consistencies of existing cloud services on what errors are communicated by cloud service APIs, and how SDKs handle the errors. As a consequence, it is challenging for application developers to anticipate and correctly handle myriad faults that could occur during the application’s interaction with the cloud services, resulting in critical bugs.

For example, many SDKs employ automatic retries to handle transient errors, however, retries on non-idempotent APIs, if not done correctly, could result in elusive behavior, such as silent semantic violations and unhandled exceptions (see §3).

Contributions. We take a first step to address the emerging reliability challenges by building a “push-button” reliability testing tool named Rainmaker, as a basic SDK utility for any cloud-backed application. Rainmaker helps developers
easily and systematically test their applications’ correctness, in the face of various errors under the cloud-based fault model. Rainmaker does not need developers to write policies, oracles, or test cases. It directly works with existing test suites and is a plug-and-play tool for existing test environments. Rainmaker is generic to any type of cloud-backed applications.

Designing Rainmaker is challenging. Despite the rich literature on fault injection techniques and error-handling analysis (see §7), we find that no technique can support a push-button solution for cloud-backed applications. Many existing tools provide only the basic randomized fault injection policies and basic crash oracles [6,37,47] that can miss critical bugs, and application-specific techniques are not widely applicable (e.g., checking data consistency for databases [16,52] and file systems [20,69]). Techniques that address program faults (exceptions and errno) and component faults (e.g., node crashes) are too coarse-grained to capture the nuances of complex interactions between the application and cloud services.

Rainmaker puts its focus on transient errors faced by cloud-backed applications. Basically, Rainmaker injects transient faults (e.g., temporary service unavailability and request timeouts) by intercepting outbound REST API calls from the application to the cloud service at the HTTP layer. HTTP-layer interception makes it easy to capture fine-grained interactions (including those triggered by SDK-level retries) and is transparent to applications under test. Hence, Rainmaker requires no modification of application source code and can be directly applied to an existing test environment.

A key component of Rainmaker is its automatic fault injection policies that define 1) what faults to inject and 2) where (e.g., at which REST calls) to inject faults. The former determines the effectiveness and validity of the injected faults, while the latter also affects test efficiency. Rainmaker’s fault injection policies are guided by a bug taxonomy we developed to describe how error handling could go wrong under the cloud-based fault model. The taxonomy is simple: it considers transient error(s) that can occur during one REST API call initiated by the application (and the corresponding retries by the SDK); yet, it captures common bug patterns and shows that error (mis)handling of even one REST call can have major impacts on application correctness. Rainmaker uses a small set of injections to cover all taxonomized bug patterns.

Rainmaker also enables efficient testing to achieve high testing coverage with a small number of test runs. Rainmaker employs dynamic instrumentation to record the application’s calling context of each REST API call and to inject call-site information in the HTTP header of outgoing requests; Rainmaker’s HTTP-layer fault injection uses the information to selectively inject faults based on a desired code coverage metric. The calling context also enables Rainmaker to build diagnosis support to help developers debug application behavior under fault injection (when a bug is detected).

Finally, Rainmaker includes automatic oracles to flag a fault-injection test outcome as a likely bug, with low false positives. The oracles utilize exceptions and assertions of existing software tests. For exceptions, Rainmaker does not naively report any exception that fails a test as a bug, but checks whether the exception is consistent with the injected fault—an inconsistent exception indicates that the fault was handled intentionally, but inappropriately (at least insufficiently).

**Key results.** We have implemented Rainmaker for .NET applications. Rainmaker supports a number of cloud services: Azure Storage (including Blob Storage [7], Queue Storage [11], and Table Storage [12]), Azure CosmosDB [9], AWS Simple Storage (S3) [1], and AWS Simple Queue (SQS) [4]. Supporting a new cloud service only takes the configuration of the SDK API namespace and the request-ID tag. Rainmaker is fully transparent to the application under test. We evaluate Rainmaker with 11 popular .NET applications that use the supported cloud services. Rainmaker found 73 new bugs in total, among which 55 have been confirmed, and 51 have been fixed (after we reported them). Many of the bugs have severe consequences, such as unexpected application termination, data loss/inaccessibility, and resource leaks. Rainmaker’s test oracles are mostly accurate, with a very low false-positive rate (1.96%), making its test results trustworthy.

**Summary.** The paper makes the following contributions:

- We unravel emerging reliability challenges of cloud-based programming, faced by cloud-backed applications, under the existing design of cloud service APIs and SDKs;
- We present a taxonomy to systematically understand error-handling bugs that render cloud-backed applications vulnerable to transient errors under the cloud-based fault model;
- We develop Rainmaker, the first push-button reliability testing technique for cloud-backed applications, which can effectively and efficiently detect bugs of myriad patterns;
- We have made Rainmaker publicly available at https://github.com/xlab-uiuc/rainmaker, with instructions to reproduce all discovered bugs.

## 2 Background and Motivation

We discuss the emerging reliability challenges faced by cloud-backed applications as the background and motivation of our work. Ideally, cloud-based programming should not be different from traditional application programming using native libraries. Unfortunately, as we will show in this section, this is rarely the case in practice—handling errors under the cloud-based fault model is challenging and error-prone.

### 2.1 Errors in Cloud-backed Applications

There are three key components related to how cloud service related errors are exposed to the applications.

**Error responses from cloud services.** A request from the application can fail due to a client-side error (e.g., local network timeout) or a service-side error (e.g., temporary service
A lack of standards and consistencies

Our analysis of multiple cloud service APIs and SDKs from Azure and AWS reveals a lack of standards and behavior consistencies in all three components above, across cloud services and SDKs from the same/different cloud providers.

Unanticipated errors. We observe many undocumented and inconsistent error codes returned by cloud services. For example, as of September 2022, common HTTP error codes such as 408 (RequestTimeout) and 429 (TooManyRequests) that can be returned by Azure Table Storage [78] are absent from its official documentation [66]. We also observe that the same error can be represented by different error codes across services. For example, Azure Queue Storage represents the error code 404, while AWS SQS uses the code 400 for the same error. We even reported and fixed multiple typos in error messages in Azure Storage SDKs.

Second, whether an error will be masked by the SDK (with retries) and whether an error will be propagated to an application varies widely across different services, different versions of the same service, and different language support of the same version. Table 1 shows that SDKs of different cloud services implement different retry policies. Azure Storage .NET SDKs before v12.3.0 only retry on error codes 429 and 503; the later versions add retry for 408, 500, 502, and 504 [28]. The .NET SDK for AWS retries on LimitExceededException, but the Java SDK does not. Finally, whether an error is propagated to the application varies even across SDKs from the same provider. The DeleteMessage API of Azure Queue propagates an exception to the application when a 404 is returned by the service. On the other hand, the DeleteEntityAsync API of Azure Table silently ignores 404 errors and returns success.

The inconsistencies make it hard for developers to anticipate whether a cloud service will return a specific error and whether the SDK will propagate it to the application.

Note that, unlike libraries and system services for traditional applications, a cloud service neither is a part of the application nor has standard APIs such as POSIX.

Retry and non-idempotent APIs. While retry is a common practice to mask transient errors, the retry may introduce subtle errors. In particular, a retry on a non-idempotent cloud service API can cause elusive effects, such as remote data corruption, which can remain latent or lead to additional errors (more details in §3). However, we observe that each service implements different retry logic, with no standard practice or discipline. As a result, the semantic of SDK APIs, under error conditions, is often opaque and inconsistent.

Rarity and large space of faults

Developers often miss error-handling bugs with small-scale, short-duration functional tests because cloud-based faults, which could expose such bugs, are rare. Fault-injection tools allow developers to simulate error scenarios during testing. However, although it is not hard to implement fault-injection mechanisms [35,44], the key challenges lie in specifying policies about what faults to inject, where and when to inject them, and oracles about what post-fault conditions indicate a likely bug for developers to inspect. The space of possible fault policies and oracles is large, if not infinite.

Table 1: The retry policies of different cloud services. Besides the HTTP status codes, SDKs could also retry on error messages, e.g., the Azure Storage SDK also retries on messages including InternalError, OperationTimedOut, and ServerBusy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDK</th>
<th>Retry (HTTP Status Codes) (API)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Azure Storage (Blob/Queue/Table)</td>
<td>408, 429, 500, 502, 503, 504 Any</td>
<td>Only 429 and 503 are retried before v12.3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azure CosmosDB (HTTP mode)</td>
<td>403, 404, 408, 503 Read</td>
<td>Only enabled for multi-region (no retry for single-region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS S3 / AWS SQS</td>
<td>500, 502, 503, 504 Any</td>
<td>Inconsistencies in different lang. SDKs (e.g., Java versus .NET)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

unavailability). In the latter case, the service returns an error response indicating the error type. Most cloud services are RESTful, and their APIs reuse HTTP response status codes defined by the HTTP/1.1 standard. HTTP status codes 4XX and 5XX indicate “client errors” and “server errors” respectively. In addition, a cloud service can include service-specific error codes in response payload to indicate fine-grained error types. For example, Azure Blob Storage can return 44 different error codes (e.g., BlobImmutableDueToPolicy and BlobAlreadyExists) with the same HTTP status code 409 (Conflict) [8]. The practice is also used by other cloud services, e.g., CosmosDB [15], S3 [3], and SQS [2]. Applications use these codes to understand the nature of the errors and take error-handling actions accordingly.

Retry on transient errors. When a request fails due to a transient client- or service-side error (e.g., network timeout and server overload), an application may retry the request, hoping that it would eventually succeed. Cloud-backed applications mostly use the SDKs provided by the cloud service providers to interact with the cloud services. Besides offering easy-to-use, expressive APIs, SDKs also include error handling logic with the goal of providing a native programming experience. For example, when a REST API call to a cloud service fails due to a transient error, the SDK tries to mask the error from the application by retrying the request [67].

Propagating errors up to the application. If the retry efforts fail or if the error is of a permanent type, the SDK propagates the error up to the application in a way that is consistent with a native programming experience. For example, .NET and Java SDKs propagate errors to applications as exceptions.

2.2 Emerging Reliability Challenges

2.2.1 A lack of standards and consistencies

2.2.2 Rarity and large space of faults
2.3 Our Goal

Our goal is to address the emerging reliability challenges faced by cloud-backed applications by (1) systematically understanding the bug patterns, and (2) building practical tooling to systematically test whether a cloud-backed application can correctly handle the myriad errors that may happen during interactions with the cloud services it depends on. We emphasize a “push-button” technique that can be directly used by application developers in an existing testing environment, without the need of writing additional code or configurations.

3 Bug Taxonomy

To systematically understand the patterns of error handling bugs of cloud-backed applications and to guide the design of the Rainmaker tool, we develop a bug taxonomy to describe how error handling could go wrong under the cloud-based fault model. Figure 2 depicts the bug taxonomy as a tree. An important trait is that the taxonomy considers transient error(s) that occurred during one REST API call interaction initiated by the application. It does not reason about multiple independent REST API calls.

3.1 No Error Handling

In this pattern, the application simply does not handle certain transient errors. This can happen due to the inconsistencies mentioned in §2.2.1. An application may not anticipate a cloud service to return a specific error or may mistakenly expect the SDK to mask a known transient error. For example, an application using Azure Storage’s .NET SDKs before v12.3.0, which do not retry on certain transient error codes, may mistakenly assume that all transient errors are masked by the SDK and hence not handle them. As a result, some transient error from the cloud service can lead to application crashes or other undesirable behavior.

3.2 Throwing Unrelated Exceptions

In this pattern, (mis)handling of an error results in a new unhandled error that is usually unrelated to the root-cause fault. A common example of this pattern involves request retries. When a request to a cloud service fails with a timeout, the SDK or the application cannot determine whether the timeout happened on the request path or on the response path. SDKs commonly treat timeout as a transient failure and retry. However, if the timeout happened on the response path (in which case, the original request was executed by the service successfully), the retry can fail with a new error (different from the original error) since the original request has invalidated the precondition of the retry. This new error, if not handled properly, can lead to undesirable effects.

Figure 3 shows an example of such bugs [32] detected by Rainmaker in Microsoft BotBuilder [17]. BotBuilder stores logs in the Azure Blob Storage service. Each log operation calls an SDK API to create a new blob. If the API call successfully creates the blob, but the response times out, the Azure Storage SDK automatically retries on timeouts, which returns a 409 error because its precondition is invalidated by the first request.

3.3 Silent Semantic Violations

In this pattern, mishandling of a transient error causes semantic violations of the REST API specification, without observable symptoms. The REST call returns successfully, and hence the application executes in a happy path. However, the silent semantic violation may eventually result in data loss/corruption, or other incorrect application behavior. One common example of this pattern is manifested by a similar root cause as the one in §3.2: response timeout. Conversely,
in this pattern, the retry operation succeeds, and the SDK successfully hides the transient error from the application.

Figure 4 shows a silent semantic violation [71] detected by Rainmaker in Microsoft Orleans [13]. Orleans uses Azure Queue Storage service to manage messages. It implements a method GetQueueMessage() to dequeue one message from the queue. As shown in Figure 4, the method calls the SDK API ReceiveMessagesAsync to dequeue a message from the remote service. The corresponding HTTP request is non-idempotent and should not be naively retried [76], because each retry changes the contents of the queue. However, the SDK API automatically retries the request on a transient fault. If a request successfully dequeues a message but its response times out, the SDK retries the request multiple times, each of which, if successful, can dequeue a message. If the last retry/response succeeds, the API successfully returns the message. The application does not handle this corner case, even though the API documentation mentions it. Such behavior violates the semantic of the GetQueueMessage() API which is documented to only “get a message from the queue” [62]. In fact, repeated retries can dequeue all the messages from the queue, in which case the SDK API returns null; Orleans does not expect such behavior and would dereference the null pointer and crash. Note that ReceiveMessagesAsync is not the only method that has such behavior. If we replace it with SendMessageAsync, the above example can enqueue more messages than expected, which may lead to silent resource leaks on the cloud service. Such silent semantic violations are hard for application developers to fix or even detect, as the retries are done by the SDK and are agnostic to the application.

3.4 State Divergence

In this pattern, a mishandled transient error leads to divergence of the local state (in the application) and the remote state (in the cloud service). There is no API semantic violation as in §3.3, but the state divergence could lead to undesired application behavior, e.g., exceptions and resource leaks.

State divergence can happen when an application optimistically updates a local state that is correlated with the success of a cloud API call made after the update. The bug manifests if a transient fault fails the request (so no change on the cloud side), but the application does not restore the optimistic up-date. The updated state makes the application behave as if the REST API call succeeded, while it actually failed.

Figure 5 shows a state-divergence bug [30] from Microsoft BotBuilder [17] detected by Rainmaker. BotBuilder uses Azure Blob Storage to store blob data which is organized into containers. To create a container, BotBuilder calls REST API CreateBlobContainer. When transient errors (e.g., 503 ServerBusy errors) occur on the request path of a CreateBlobContainer call, BotBuilder swallows the exception in the catch block. However, BotBuilder adds the container into its local state of created containers before calling CreateBlobContainer. As a result, the local state is corrupted with a dangling container pointer, which leads to crashes when BotBuilder dereferences the pointer (e.g., with a list operation). The bug has the same essence as file system bugs that violate update dependencies [39]. On the other hand, transient errors are likely more frequent than file system crashes.

State divergence can also happen when a request changes the remote state, but the application is unaware of the change. Such bugs can manifest when a transient fault breaks the return path of a REST call that has changed the remote state. If not handled correctly, the application would assume the call never succeeded, leading to inconsistencies of states.

4 Rainmaker

4.1 Overview

Rainmaker is a “push-button” reliability testing tool for applications that use RESTful cloud services, such as Azure Storage, Azure CosmosDB, and AWS S3. It checks whether the application under test can correctly tolerate or handle common transient errors under the cloud-based fault model (e.g., temporary service unavailability and request timeouts), and detects bugs like the ones described in §3. Its “push-button” nature comes from the automatic fault-injection policies (§4.2) and oracles (§4.3), which are generic and applicable to any application that uses the supported cloud services.

A developer can directly apply Rainmaker as a “plugin-and-play” tool to their existing test suites in their existing testing environments, without writing additional code or configurations. The plugin-and-play nature is achieved by its fault
injection mechanism—Rainmaker injects errors by intercepting outbound REST API calls made by the application to the cloud service at the HTTP layer. It includes a standalone HTTP proxy component to do the interception. For example, to inject a 5XX error on the request path of a REST call, the proxy blocks the request from reaching the service and responds with an HTTP response containing the 5XX error code. To inject a timeout on the response path, the proxy lets the request go to the service; however, on receiving the response, it introduces a delay to force a timeout at the application.

Compared with injecting faults directly into application code (e.g., in the forms of exceptions), intercepting at the HTTP layer brings a number of technical benefits: 1) it allows intercepting fine-grained REST calls made by the application, including those triggered by SDK retries. As we discussed in §3, injecting errors into retry requests and responses is crucial for exposing certain categories of bugs; 2) error handling in cloud-backed applications depends on not only exception types but also HTTP status codes; 3) it makes the fault injection mechanism transparent to the application under test and work irrespective of the application language and architecture; 4) HTTP requests/responses are highly interpretable, and errors can be uniformly injected by manipulating HTTP responses, with no need to understand external dependencies (e.g., complex exception objects with multiple fields).

Usage. Rainmaker takes as input an existing testing suite that uses RESTful cloud services such as Azure Storage services or their emulators [68], and a desired coverage metric (§4.2.2). Rainmaker first installs a local HTTP proxy that can intercept and manipulate HTTP traffic to and from cloud services (or their emulators). It then selects and executes a minimal set of tests required to achieve the target coverage. As tests are executed, Rainmaker injects faults into their REST API calls according to automatic fault-injection policies. After each test is executed, Rainmaker’s oracles analyze the test outcomes and raise alerts as potential bugs are detected.

We envision Rainmaker to be a standard, widely-used testing utility as a part of cloud service SDKs.

4.2 Fault Injection Policy

A fault injection policy specifies what faults to inject and when (at which REST API calls) to inject them. Rainmaker’s fault injection policies are designed with two main objectives.

First, the policies should be effective. This requires them to 1) inject only valid faults and 2) cover the myriad bug patterns of the taxonomy (§3). One common policy is randomized fault injection (e.g., selecting a random fault at a random REST call). However, randomized injection can hardly be effective. As shown in §3, to expose certain bug patterns needs multiple specific faults injected along the interaction of a REST API call—randomized injection is unlikely to hit the specifics. In fact, randomized injection cannot even guarantee valid faults. For example, returning a 503 (ServiceUnavailable) error after a write request is successfully executed is invalid, because this is inconsistent with the cloud service contract.1

Second, the policies should enable efficient testing—achieving high testing coverage with a small number of test runs. Exhaustively injecting all possible faults at every REST call could be prohibitively expensive, because one test could issue thousands of REST API calls (see §5.3), and many different faults are possible for each call. This is further aggravated by the fact that each fault injection may require a separate test run because injecting the first fault might disrupt a test’s subsequent execution.

We next discuss how Rainmaker achieves the two objectives in §4.2.1 and §4.2.2, respectively. Note that Rainmaker can be easily extended to support new policies.

4.2.1 What faults to inject (for a REST API call)?

Rainmaker injects transient faults that occur during the interaction of one REST API call, following the taxonomy in §3. However, the fault space is large even for a single REST call. This is because each of the large number of possible faults may occur on the request or the response path of the original request or subsequent retries issued by the SDK. Interestingly, we find that a small set of four policies (Figure 6) are sufficient to cover the taxonomized bug patterns, as shown in Table 2. For REST calls that do not retry, the four policies are

---

1In practice, a cloud service backend can have bugs to return such an inconsistent response [23]. However, we do not consider buggy cloud services.
Table 2: The mapping from the bug patterns and the error injection policies that can potentially expose each bug pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug Pattern</th>
<th>Fault Injection Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No error handling</td>
<td>P₁, P₂, P₃, P₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throwing unrelated exception</td>
<td>P₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent semantic violation</td>
<td>P₁, P₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State divergence</td>
<td>P₁, P₂, P₃, P₄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REST API and retry behavior of an SDK API. Leveraging API information can help optimize test efficiency. However, it is known that specifications are expensive to maintain and are often incomplete and outdated in practice. Rainmaker minimizes its assumption on the REST/SDK APIs.

4.2.2 Which REST API calls to inject faults?

A test suite may generate an excessive number of REST calls; injecting faults into all of them can be prohibitively expensive, even with the above optimized policies (it could take several machine-months for one application, §5.3). In fact, many REST calls can be redundant (e.g., invoked by the same application code location) for the purpose of covering new error-handling code. Rainmaker therefore selectively injects faults into a small number of REST calls, which achieves certain coverage metrics and optimizes testing resources.

Coverage metrics. Rainmaker supports four different coverage metrics (Table 3). While C₁ measures coverage in terms of the REST calls, C₂–C₄ involves call sites of cloud service APIs. We use the term call site to denote a location in the application code that invokes an SDK API that eventually makes one or more REST calls (typically, one SDK API invokes one REST API [26, 27]). Call sites reside in the application code, while REST calls are constructed by the SDK. Hence, C₂–C₄ are more intuitive to developers than C₁.

However, computing C₂–C₄ is challenging for Rainmaker and for any other tools that inject faults via a separate HTTP proxy [37, 47]. This is because the proxy process does not have visibility of call sites within the test/application process.

Making call sites available to the HTTP proxy. Rainmaker addresses this challenge with two techniques using automated instrumentation. First, Rainmaker enables a test to communicate with the HTTP proxy through headers of outgoing HTTP messages. Given test binaries, Rainmaker automatically instruments their outbound HTTP calls. An instrumented call can put its call site information in the header of an outbound HTTP request, so the HTTP proxy can retrieve the information. This can be done automatically since outbound HTTP calls are usually made with a small number of standard core APIs. For example, one needs to instrument only four HTTP client API families (e.g., HttpClient. SendAsync) provided by .NET core libraries to intercept outgoing HTTP calls from all Azure SDKs (see §4.5).

Table 3: The coverage metrics supported by Rainmaker. We use C₄ as the default metric. Note that injecting faults in every REST call in every test is prohibitive (see §5.3).
Test planning. With the call site information available at the HTTP proxy, Rainmaker can inject faults according to the specified coverage metric in Table 3. Each coverage metric is a tradeoff between completeness and cost.

To plan the fault injection runs, Rainmaker first performs a reference run of the test suite with no fault injection. During the reference run, Rainmaker measures the time taken by each test and observes, by using its HTTP proxy, the REST calls made by different tests. It then selects the tests that issue REST calls as candidate tests for fault injection. Rainmaker then performs an offline analysis to generate test plans containing the minimum number of fault-injection target REST calls (and their tests) in order to achieve target coverages. It also outputs an approximate running time of each plan using the time of the tests in the reference run and, if any, the delays to be injected to create timeout errors. The time helps a developer choose the right coverage metric by understanding the tradeoff between completeness and cost.

Given the time taken by each test and the set of REST calls each test makes in the reference run, it is straightforward to implement the policies C₁, C₂, and C₄. For C₃, Rainmaker models it as a linear programming (LP) problem of generating a set of pairs that cover all N tests and M unique call sites (with each test covering a subset of call sites), while minimizing the total test running time (each test has different running time). It then uses an LP solver to generate a plan.

Note that test planning, including the reference run and LP solving, is done offline as a one-time effort. The results can potentially be reused across test runs in CI/CD environments.

4.3 Test Oracles

A test oracle checks whether the outcome of a fault injection test run indicates a bug. A trustworthy oracle catches different types of bugs with no false alarms so that developers can focus their investigation only on true bugs.

With the goal of being generic and widely applicable to any cloud-backed application, Rainmaker does not use any application-specific oracle. Instead, it devises a set of application-agnostic oracles on top of the existing test oracles encoded in developers’ test code. These oracles are effective in identifying various types of bugs, with low false positives.

4.3.1 Exception Oracle

This oracle flags a fault-injection test outcome as a potential bug if 1) the test fails with an exception, 2) the exception is created in application code rather than in test code, and 3) the exception is inconsistent with the injected fault. We now explain the rationale behind the three conditions.

When a test fails with an exception as a result of an injected fault, it may not always mean a bug. For example, in the applications we use for our evaluation, many tests directly interact with a cloud service (e.g., to setup the test environment) but without proper error handling. If Rainmaker injects faults into such REST calls, the test will fail with an exception. However, the failure does not indicate application bugs. Rainmaker applies the second condition to filter out test failures due to exceptions created in test code, based on the exception call stack. Note that Rainmaker avoids injecting faults into REST calls with call sites from the test code.

However, not all test failures due to exceptions created in application code are bugs. For example, a utility method of an application may intentionally propagate an exception to the upper layer and expect it to be handled there. When a test for this utility fails due to not handling the exception, the test failure is expected, and it does not indicate a bug.

Rainmaker applies the third condition to only report bugs when the final exception that causes the test failure is inconsistent with the injected fault (by searching the injected HTTP
status code or error code in the exception stack). The intuition is that, if the test fails due to an error different from the injected fault, it indicates that the fault was once handled (it shows the developer’s intention to handle it), but the handling is inappropriate (at least insufficient) and causes a different error that fails the test. This oracle can capture bugs of throwing unrelated exceptions as well as silent bugs of semantic violations and state divergence which do not cause immediate exceptions but result in exceptions eventually. Figure 7 shows such an example, where a 503 fault injected to CreateIfNotExistsAsync leads to a 404 exception from UploadFromByteArrayAsync and fails the test.

Note that the oracle is incomplete. If an application misses error handling (§3.1), exceptions exposed by the test could be a bug. However, at the unit test level, it is indeterminate.

Relaxing the oracle. With all three conditions, the oracle above is conservative. One can relax it to identify other types of likely bugs. If the developer is testing an application or running a system test (instead of a unit test), she can disable the third condition so that Rainmaker flags any failure (e.g., crash) due to exceptions from application code as a bug. This is because Rainmaker only injects transient faults that are expected to be handled gracefully.

4.3.2 Assertion Violation Oracle

This oracle flags a fault-injection test outcome as a potential bug if the test fails due to an assertion violation (and not an unhandled exception). Intuitively, transient faults injected by Rainmaker should not impair semantic correctness of application code; hence existing assertions should not be violated if the faults are properly handled. The assertions in test code could be brittle to fault injection [45], i.e., an assertion violation is not a bug, but caused by the fault injection changing application runtime behavior. In practice, we find such brittle assertions are small in numbers, as discussed in §5.2. The assertion oracle can capture bugs of silent semantic violations and state divergence. Figure 8 shows how Rainmaker leverages the existing assertion to capture a silent semantic violation in Storage.NET [19].

4.4 Diagnosis Support

Associating source-code information with faults. Diagnosing and localizing bugs in application code triggered by HTTP-level faults can be challenging without source-code context. This can be true even when the developer knows the fault-injected REST API or SDK API (via instrumentation), because they can be invoked by multiple program locations.

To help developers debug the test failures, Rainmaker associates the fault injection with source-code information in the form of the call site, together with the call stack of runtime exceptions or assertions (§4.3). We find the REST API call site and exception/assertion call stack are critical to debugging. They help developers to understand what and where fault(s) were injected and reason about the error propagation inside application code. One can further apply existing techniques to automatically reconstruct the failure execution (e.g., [85]).

Reproducing bugs. Rainmaker can reproduce a reported bug because all fault injections for a test are determined by the test planner (§4.2.2). If an injected fault exposes a bug, Rainmaker can rerun the planned fault injection to reproduce the triggered bug. If the test is nondeterministic, it may take several runs to reproduce the bug. In our experience, the error handling behavior for REST calls is typically local to the call and is rarely affected by nondeterminism of test execution.

4.5 Implementation

We have implemented Rainmaker for Windows. Its HTTP interception is implemented using MockServer [18], with fault-injection policies implemented as MockServer rules in Java. Rainmaker registers a system proxy for Windows Internet Services to forward all HTTP traffic to the MockServer proxy. This enables Rainmaker to inject faults to any application that issues REST APIs. The oracles are implemented in Python, which analyzes the raw test results and logs.

Rainmaker currently supports coverage metrics C2–C4 for .NET applications only, which needs dynamic instrumentation to record and propagate call site information (§4.2.2). The instrumentation is implemented using the .NET profiling API [65] that enables changing bytecode of a method before it is JITed. Rainmaker inserts call site information in HTTP headers by instrumenting four HTTP API families from the .NET core library that cover all outgoing HTTP messages. We believe the same mechanism can be implemented for Java.

To support a new cloud service in Rainmaker only takes two inputs in the form of configurations: 1) the SDK namespace (e.g., Azure.Storage* for Azure Storage SDK) and 2) the request-ID tag of the cloud service (e.g., x-ms-client-request-id for Azure Storage services and amz-sdk-invocation-id for AWS S3). The former instructs Rainmaker what call sites to record, and the latter identifies a request and its retries (they all have the same request ID).

5 Evaluation

Our evaluation addresses the following questions: 1) Can Rainmaker find new bugs in real-world cloud-backed applications? 2) Are Rainmaker’s testing results trustworthy? 3)
What is the tradeoff between running time and coverage?

• §5.1: Rainmaker finds 73 new bugs in all 11 evaluated cloud-backed applications, which represent a swath of reliability issues. So far, 55 of them have been confirmed, and 51 have been fixed by the developers.

• §5.2: Rainmaker’s test oracles have a low false-positive rate (1.96%) with regards to test failures.

• §5.3: Rainmaker significantly reduces running time compared to exhaustive fault injection with coverage guarantee.

Evaluation setup. We evaluated Rainmaker on 11 popular .NET applications that use six different cloud services from two cloud service providers, Azure and AWS (Table 4). These applications are mature and widely used; many are maintained by software companies, such as Orleans, BotBuilder, EF Core, FHIR Server from Microsoft, Insights from NuGet, and Alpakka from Petabridge. They use six cloud services: Blob Storage [7], Queue Storage [11], Table Storage [12], and CosmosDB [9] from Azure, and Simple Storage Service (S3) [1] and Simple Queue Service (SQS) [4] from AWS. We configure Rainmaker to support these services (§4.5).

We apply Rainmaker to existing test suites of the applications. Rainmaker automatically selects tests that interact with the cloud services from the test suite by monitoring HTTP traffic during the reference run (§4.2.2). The number of selected tests varies from 2 to 420 across the applications (Table 4), including both unit and system tests. We differentiate unit and system tests based on their naming conventions.

All the tests that interact with Azure cloud services are run with emulators: Azurite [68] for Blob, Queue, and Table and the CosmosDB emulator [63] for CosmosDB. The tests that interact with AWS are run with the real S3/SQS services; we did not find an official AWS emulator.

5.1 Finding New Bugs

Rainmaker finds a total of 73 new bugs in the evaluated applications (Table 5). Those bugs include all the bug patterns in the taxonomy (§3): 29 bugs of no error handling, 23 bugs of throwing unrelated exceptions, four bugs of silent semantic violations, and 17 bugs of state divergence. Rainmaker finds bugs in every application, showing the error-proneness of handling transient faults with cloud-based programming. We have reported 66 (out of 73) bugs. So far, 55 of them have been confirmed, and 51 of them have been fixed.

Many of the detected bugs have severe consequences, such as unexpected application termination, data loss/inaccessibility, and resource leaks (Table 6). All these consequences are triggered by transient faults against one REST API call.

Rainmaker detects bugs that are unlikely to be exposed by randomized fault injection. For example, a bug [36] in DistributedLock is only triggered when timeout happens to the response of a specific SDK API call site. The test used for detecting this bug issues 900+ requests in total; only four requests are from that specific call site. Rainmaker can consistently detect this bug as it systematically exercises the call sites of the REST API calls (§4.2.2).

Table 7(a) shows that all four fault injection policies (Figure 6) employed by Rainmaker are effective in finding bugs. The four policies address different fault scenarios and are complementary to each other. No policy detects all the bugs. Similarly, Table 7(b) shows that oracles are complementary to each other. For example, all the semantic violation bugs are captured by assertions as they do not cause exceptions.

The 73 bugs cause 2,654 test failures in total. To inspect them, we cluster test failures based on (a) the application call site that invokes the REST API where fault(s) are injected and (b) the exception stack trace in the application namespace, or assertion. For two test failures with both (a) and (b) being the same, they are considered to have the same root cause, i.e., injecting to the same API call site causes the same exception stack trace in application namespace or assertion violation.

No error handling. Rainmaker found 29 bugs of this type, where neither the SDK nor the application handles the injected faults. These bugs are all from applications that use Azure Storage SDK with versions before 12.3.0 and the CosmosDB SDK; the former does not retry timeouts, and the latter does not retry with our single-region setting. The applications using these SDKs are expected to handle transient errors but do not have error handling. These bugs are manifested in system tests when Rainmaker injects faults into the REST calls.

Table 4: The cloud-backed applications used in our evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Cloud Service</th>
<th># Stars</th>
<th># LOC</th>
<th>Selected Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpakka</td>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>14K</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttachmentPlugin</td>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1.3K</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BotBuilder</td>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>758</td>
<td>18K</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistributedLock</td>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>17.1K</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF Core</td>
<td>CosmosDB</td>
<td>11.7K</td>
<td>842.4K</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHIR Server</td>
<td>CosmosDB</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>112.8K</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insights</td>
<td>Blob, Queue, Table</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>51.7K</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IronPigeon</td>
<td>Blob</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>5.4K</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans</td>
<td>Blob, Queue, Table</td>
<td>8.8K</td>
<td>187K</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleet</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>18.7K</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage.NET</td>
<td>Blob, Queue, S3, SQS</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>12.4K</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: New bugs detected by Rainmaker across the applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>No Error Handling</th>
<th>Throw New Exception</th>
<th>Semantic Violation</th>
<th>State Divergence</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpakka</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttachmentPlugin</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BotBuilder</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistributedLock</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF Core</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHIR Server</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insights</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IronPigeon</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleet</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage.NET</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total 29 23 4 17 73
Throwing unrelated exceptions. Rainmaker found 23 bugs of this type. Rainmaker triggers these bugs by injecting time-out to the response path after a request takes effect at the cloud service (see Figure 3). While the bug in Figure 3 is captured by an assertion on the number of created blobs, many other bugs are captured by the exception oracle (the exception is mostly inconsistent with the injected fault). Such bugs can be avoided if the cloud service can collapse the retries: If the first attempt is successful, the cloud service should ignore the following retries of the same SDK API call. This requires the cloud service to identify the retries of each SDK API call, which can be specified by the SDK when it issues a retry.

Silent semantic violations. Rainmaker found four bugs of this type. All of them are caused by retrying non-idempotent REST APIs (e.g., ReceiveMessagesAsync in Figure 4). Rainmaker detects these bugs by injecting timeout to trigger non-idempotent retries and leveraging assertions to catch semantic violations (as in Figure 8). Different from traditional system services (e.g., file systems), cloud services seldom have standard API specifications like POSIX for file system APIs; documents are often outdated or incomplete. Without precisely understanding the semantic and side effect of each REST API, it is difficult for developers to avoid silent semantic violations.

State divergence. Rainmaker found 17 bugs of this type. Some applications maintain local data structures to reflect the state of the remote resources hosted by the cloud service. Rainmaker triggers state divergence by injecting 5XX error codes to the request path or timeout to the response path (e.g., Figure 5). Although the inconsistencies do not immediately lead to exceptions, Rainmaker can still catch them when the test throws exceptions (e.g., Figure 7) or fails assertions.

5.2 False Positives

While identifying bugs with its test oracles, Rainmaker introduces a very low false positive rate of 1.96% (52/2,654). It reports in total 2,654 test failures for the evaluated applications. Among the failures reported, only 52 of them were false alarms. The low false positive rate is attributed to Rainmaker’s exception oracles (see §4.3.1). If Rainmaker directly reports exceptions thrown by unit tests, it would have reported 3.07 times more test failures. To validate that the oracles filter out little true alarms, we randomly sample a hundred exceptions that are filtered out by Rainmaker’s exception oracle and find that none of them indicates a bug.

Among the 52 false alarms, 10 of them come from five tests of Insights. These tests exercise scenarios where a client issues invalid requests and expects the return of certain error codes (e.g., 404 Not Found). Since Rainmaker injects 5XX on the request path (P₃ and P₄ in Figure 6), the REST call fails by assertions on the original error codes. To avoid those false alarms needs to understand those REST calls, e.g., based on information from the reference run. Note that Rainmaker does not inject faults on an HTTP response that already has an error code.

The other 42 false alarms were caused by 14 tests from Alpakka and IronPigeon. Those tests use a small connection timeout that was exceeded due to the fault injection, resulting in either assertion failures or inconsistent exceptions. These tests are considered flaky tests in software testing literature [54]. Strictly speaking, flaky tests should not be counted as false alarms. However, detecting flaky tests is not a goal of Rainmaker, and the flakiness is indeed triggered by fault injection (it can also be triggered by slow connections).

5.3 Running Time with Coverage

Rainmaker takes 0.57–212.77 hours to test each application under coverage metric, C₄ (Table 3), as shown in Table 8. All the experiments were run on a Windows 10 Pro with AMD Ryzen 9 5900X 3.70 GHz CPU and 32 GB memory. Over 93.54% of the running time is spent on executing fault injection test runs. Rainmaker also spends 0.02–16.61 hours to 1) conduct the vanilla run and 2) generate the test plan. The test plan generation using a linear programming (LP) solver takes only 1.46–3.67 seconds across the applications and is negligible compared with the time for vanilla test runs. The numbers of constraints and variables range from 14 to 241 and...
Rainmaker is not cheap. It may need to run a test multiple times, each injecting different fault(s) or to a different REST call. For big test suites, Rainmaker would need significant machine hours (Table 8). In fact, our evaluation shows that many bugs trigger multiple test failures (§5.1). A future work is to reduce the cost using test selection techniques [83].

Rainmaker currently only targets faults that occur in one interaction of REST API call initiated by the application and the subsequent retries (§3). We are investigating how to inject faults to multiple correlated API call interactions which has a larger fault space and a more complex fault model.

Rainmaker can be extended to test applications under potential cloud service bugs. In our evaluation, we find that cloud services have various correctness issues. For example, we observe that the same REST API of AWS S3 has different consistency guarantees at different regions [25], which can break application assumptions. Also, the error behavior is often opaque and hard to reason, e.g., the side effect of a non-idempotent API call when it returns 500 (InternalServerError).

Not every bug found by Rainmaker is easy to fix. For example, timeouts on the response path make it hard for SDK/application to know whether the failed request has taken effect at the cloud service. Server-side support such as versioning (e.g., based on HTTP ETag) and transaction-like API support could potentially help non-idempotent APIs. Moreover, SDKs should not blindly retry non-idempotent APIs, which however is not an uncommon practice, as shown in Table 1.

Our current prototype of Rainmaker focuses on .NET applications. We believe that the prototype can be generally extended to support applications in other languages as well. The high-level idea of injecting faults with an HTTP proxy is independent of the programming language of the target application. The only .NET-specific component in our prototype is the one that computes the coverage metrics C2, C3, and C4 (in Table 3) by using .NET profiling API [65] for dynamic instrumentation and .NET inheritable thread-local storage (ITLS) [64] for propagating call-site information. Neither dynamic instrumentation nor ITLS is unique to .NET; they are already available or can be supported in other languages and runtimes such as Java.

7 Related Work

Our work focuses on push-button tooling to help developers address emerging reliability challenges of cloud-backed applications. The techniques that embody Rainmaker have lineages of error-handling analysis and fault injection.

• Error-handling code analysis. It is known that error handling is a main root cause of production failures of software systems [40, 41, 84]. Prior work developed static analysis for error-handling code to search missing logs and TODOs in error-handling code [84, 86], check error specifications [48], and understand error propagation [41, 77, 82].

Table 8: Running time of Rainmaker in machine hours, for the most expensive coverage metric C4. Test planning includes both the vanilla test run and test plan generation (the latter takes seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Running Time (Machine Hours)</th>
<th># Fault Injection Test Runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test Planning</td>
<td>Fault Injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaka</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttachmentPlugin</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BotBuilder</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>10.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistributedLock</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF Core</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>159.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHIR Server</td>
<td>16.61</td>
<td>196.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insights</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>10.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IronPigeon</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>53.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleet</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage.NET</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>40.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: The number of fault injection test runs of each coverage metric, C1–C4 in Table 3 (bars) and the number of bugs detected by each coverage metric (dots). Baseline refers to exhaustively injecting faults to all the REST API calls of all the tests. Note that test plan generation is a one-time effort and is done offline; fault injection takes multiple test runs and is more time-consuming.

Rainmaker’s test planning avoids exhaustively injecting faults in every REST call (the baseline). Figure 9 shows the number of fault injection test runs each coverage metric can reduce, compared to the baseline. Overall, Rainmaker with C4 (default coverage) reduces on average 64.47% of test runs for each application compared to the baseline. In particular, C4 reduces 394,172 (99.04%) test runs for Orleans alone because Orleans has stress tests that repeatedly exercise the same SDK API call site in large loops. C4 reduces fault injection runs by “deduplicating” REST calls with the same call site. Without the reduction, Rainmaker would take 588 days to test Orleans.

In terms of bug finding effectiveness, C4 covers all the tests and REST calls that are covered by C1–C3. Thus, C4 detects all the bugs that are detected by C1–C3.
• **Fault injection.** Prior work developed fault injection techniques for traditional software applications [29, 35, 59, 87] and for distributed backend systems (e.g., storage and data processing systems) that empower modern cloud services [16, 20, 21, 33, 34, 40, 43, 51, 55–57, 69, 73, 80]. They implicitly or explicitly target error-handling code. Moreover, many existing fault injection tools support injection at the HTTP layer [37, 47].

Unfortunately, we realized that none of the above techniques support a push-button tool that is generic, widely applicable to cloud-backed applications because they all have one or more of the following limitations. First, many fault injection tools only provide mechanisms for fully automatic policies beyond randomization or oracles beyond crashes [6, 21, 35, 40, 43, 44, 51, 58, 61, 73, 75]. Developers need to manually implement them, which is nontrivial. Second, many techniques use application or domain knowledge to devise policies and oracles [16, 20, 33, 34, 55, 56, 69, 80]. For example, fault injection for distributed databases checks consistency and isolation properties by injecting node crashes and network partitions [16, 52]. These techniques cannot be used as a common, basic utility for diverse types of applications. Third, fault injection at the program level [35, 50, 59, 60, 87] is fundamentally limited to cloud-backed applications: 1) program errors (exceptions and errno) are too coarse-grained to expose certain bug patterns (e.g., silent semantic violations) which need fine-grained injection at the HTTP layer; 2) it is nontrivial to construct exception objects—error handling of cloud-backed applications is based on not only exception types, but also HTTP status codes (Table 1); 3) few program fault injection considers cloud states, but assumes a single program. Rainmaker instead injects faults at the REST interface, effectively addressing the above three limitations.

The early form of cloud-backed applications is mobile apps that interact with cloud backends via REST APIs. Unlike today’s cloud services, the cloud backend is specific to an app and is not widely used as a building block of generic application development. Most fault injection tools for mobile apps focus on GUI testing [74, 79]; few considers app-cloud interactions. Rainmaker applies to cloud-backed mobile apps.

8 **Concluding Remarks**

Rainmaker serves as a first step tooling to help developers test application reliability under the cloud-based fault model conveniently, when writing cloud-backed code. Despite being a simple tool, Rainmaker can effectively detect bugs in many existing cloud-backed applications, indicating the challenge and error-proneness of correctly handling transient errors. Our goal is to make Rainmaker a basic utility running against every cloud-backed application to detect critical bugs at development time. We hope to inspire more advanced, specialized tooling and raise discussions on cloud service support and SDK designs to eliminate reliability threats in the first place.
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